Abstract-Inter-domain routing in today's Internet is plagued by security and reliability issues (e.g., prefix hijacking), which are often caused by malicious or Byzantine misbehavior. We argue that route selection policies must move beyond static preferences that select routes on the basis of static attributes such as route length or which neighboring AS is advertising the route.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet consists of domains or autonomous systems (ASes) which rely on the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [27] to establish inter-domain routes connecting them. BGP was designed under the assumption that ASes are trusted. ASes are free to advertise arbitrary routes to any destination (identified by an IP address prefix), and these advertisements, which take the form of route updates, are not authenticated.
Unfortunately, there has been an increasing number of incidents in which Byzantine (malicious, misconfigured, or otherwise faulty) entities have taken advantage of this trust. Because it is difficult for the recipient of an update to verify that the AS advertising a route to a prefix has the right to do so, prefix "hijacks" [2] , caused by either misconfiguration or malicious actions (e.g., those associated with spam activity [22, 26] ), have resulted in a number of very visible incidents, including the AS 7007 incident in 1997 [3] and the hijacks of Yahoo's prefixes by a Malaysian ISP in 2004 [22] , of over 106,000 prefixes by a Turkish ISP in December 2004 [18, 22] , of Google's prefix by Cogent in May 2005 that lasted for almost 2 days [18, 35] , of 41 prefixes by RCN in January 2006 [18] , of a sub-prefix of YouTube by Pakistan Telecom in February 2008 [31] , and of 15% of all prefixes by a small Chinese ISP in April 2010 [32] .
Many techniques have been proposed to improve the security and stability of inter-domain routing. S-BGP [16] , soBGP [37] , psBGP [34] , and SPV [14] enable cryptographic validation of route updates. They have not found wide adoption due to their infrastructural requirements (e.g., global publickey infrastructure in the case of S-BGP), the need for ASes to cooperate with each other, and other logistical challenges. Cooperation between ASes is required by other BGP security mechanisms [23, 25, 30, 40, 41] . Local methods for detecting anomalies in route updates [17, 29, 42] require ASes to maintain an accurate model of the AS connectivity graph and/or prefix ownership and can suffer from false positives.
Even if route updates were secured, Byzantine ASes could still cause disruptions. A key feature of BGP is the complete autonomy it gives to an individual AS in selecting routes from among those advertised by its neighbors. Common route selection policies are often based on static preferences over a route's (static) attributes, e.g., path length or the AS's relationship to the neighbor advertising the route. Policies that prefer particular neighbors (local preferences) are widely believed to be based on the business agreements between ASes regarding the transit of each other's traffic [8] . Because route convergence is guaranteed only if policies satisfy strong constraints [6, 7, 8, 12] , Byzantine ASes can prevent convergence by violating these conditions [20] , by advertising desirable routes in order to attract traffic [10, 11] , or by switching between different routes they are authorized to advertise, thereby causing other ASes, too, to oscillate between routes.
As a consequence, any inter-domain routing protocol that gives ASes full freedom to make routing decisions is susceptible to Byzantine misbehavior. We argue that stronger security mechanisms are not enough to solve this problem. ASes must also adopt smarter, dynamic route selection policies in order to deal with Byzantine ASes. In this paper, we show that dynamic policies are necessary for route stability by proving that a single Byzantine AS can prevent route convergence with any combination of static policies in which at least one AS prefers an indirect route to a particular destination, even if they satisfy the conditions that are sufficient for convergence in an all-rational environment. Therefore, robustness against Byzantine faults requires the route selection policy of each AS to incorporate the observed behavior of other ASes.
Fortunately, even simple dynamic policies yield large benefits. We describe a family of dynamic route selection policies that are gerontocratic in nature: unlike existing policies, which choose among advertised routes using static preferences, these policies incorporate information about each route's "age" (how long it has been continuously available) as a fundamental component of route selection.
ASes can combine gerontocratic policies with static preferences, including those based on business relationships, and choose how much importance to give to the latter. Note that real-world relationships between ASes often include both peering/transit agreements and service-level agreements regarding the stability and performance of routes. Gerontocratic policies are purely local: adopting them does not require any global infrastructure or inter-AS cooperation. Thus, gerontocratic policies provide a simple, low-overhead, flexible policy routing solution that can be adopted by almost any AS with minimal modifications to BGP routers. Moreover, a universally adopted gerontocratic policy guarantees route convergence in the presence of Byzantine ASes, even if the policy otherwise prefers a specific neighbor or an indirect route and thus almost always selects routes with a desired static characteristic.
Even if a gerontocratic policy is adopted unilaterally, we show, using simulation based on Route Views data [1] , that it selects very stable routes, lasting more than five times as long as the routes chosen by shortest-path policies and more than thirty times as long as those selected by local preferences. Even when combined with heavily weighted local preferences, gerontocratic policies greatly outperform policies based on local preferences alone. Furthermore, we show that gerontocratic policies are much less vulnerable to prefix hijacks while being as responsive to network failures as other policies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We survey related work in Section II and address common objections to stability-based routing in Section III. We describe our model of inter-domain routing in Section IV and show how static policies fail in the presence of Byzantine ASes in Section V. We describe gerontocratic policies in Section VI. Section VII demonstrates that they greatly increase route stability while avoiding hijacked routes. Section VIII concludes.
II. RELATED WORK
Stability-based approaches. Techniques intended to improve route stability include route flap damping [33] , minimum route advertisement interval (MRAI) timers, and withdrawal rate-limiting (WRATE). Route flap damping assigns to every neighboring AS and prefix a penalty which increases when a route flaps (e.g., is advertised or withdrawn) and decays exponentially over time. If a route flaps too quickly, route updates from this AS/prefix are suppressed until the penalty decays past some low watermark. MRAI/WRATE suppress advertisements/withdrawals of new routes from a particular AS or prefix until a certain interval elapses.
Route flap damping, MRAI, and WRATE are all-or-nothing: they either completely suppress the selection, advertisement, and withdrawal of a route, or they do nothing to depreference it. They do not guarantee route convergence and provide little benefit beyond reducing the number of repeated advertisements and withdrawals of unstable routes. We show in Section VII that, in contrast to gerontocratic policies, adding route flap damping to a shortest-path policy does not substantially improve the stability of the resulting routes. Furthermore, in pathological cases, a few flaps may cause routes to be suppressed for a long time, possibly resulting in a loss of connectivity [21] .
Stability of popular inter-domain routes was observed in [28] . Stable Route Selection (SRS) [9] attempts to avoid short-lived disruptions by considering route stability-how long a route has been advertised and whether it is currently selected-if and only if two routes have the same local preference. While SRS and other previous techniques for route stability focused on empirical performance arguments, we both demonstrate the practical benefits of our approach and prove that route convergence in the presence of Byzantine misbehavior cannot be achieved unless route dynamics are considered as part of the primary route selection metric (i.e., not as a tie-breaker). Therefore, in contrast to previous work, gerontocratic policies consider route age as a fundamental component of route selection.
Defenses against prefix hijacks. Pretty Good BGP (PGBGP) is based on the observation that prefix hijacks are often short-lived [15] . PGBGP temporarily depreferences a route advertisement for a given prefix if the advertised path does not contain an AS that recently originated advertisements to this prefix or any of its sub-prefixes. PGBGP guarantees neither convergence nor stability in the presence of Byzantine ASes. As we show in Section VII, gerontocratic policies outperform PGBGP in terms of route longevity and are equally effective in avoiding transient hijacks. Unlike gerontocratic policies, PGBGP cannot avoid hijacks that last longer than its preset interval, such as Cogent's hijack of Google's prefix [18, 35] .
PHAS [18] collects control-plane data from BGP feeds and logs in order to detect suspicious changes in a prefix's origin AS. Other approaches use multiple vantage points in the data plane to acquire and cross-check fingerprints of selected destinations, such as route hop counts [13, 41] . These techniques require cooperation between ASes. If a hijack affects a significant fraction of the Internet, the victim network may be able to detect the attack by probing various destinations and checking how many replies are routed back correctly [39] . These data-plane techniques are vulnerable to intelligent adversaries who can recognize and re-route probes. They also do not prevent other ASes from selecting hijacked routes to the victim. Most importantly, they focus strictly on detecting prefix hijacks rather than improving route stability in general. They are thus complementary to our policy-based approach and can be used alongside it.
Cryptographic validation of route updates. Several proposals aim to secure BGP against invalid route advertisements [14, 16, 34, 37] . Some consider route stability, but only to help reduce authentication costs [4] rather than a fundamental principle of route selection. The use of cryptography has also been proposed as a way to tolerate Byzantine misbehavior in link-state routing [24] . In general, cryptographic validation of route updates is not sufficient for convergence because oscillation can be caused by policy conflicts even if all advertised routes are legitimate. Furthermore, these techniques require cooperation between ASes (e.g., shared keys) and/or a global public-key infrastructure or a "web of trust."
By contrast, gerontocratic policies are local and provide [33] X May severely exacerbate convergence [21] , no hijack defense. PGBGP [15] X X Significantly less stable routes, cannot handle longer hijacks. SRS [9] X No hijack defense. PHAS [18] X Requires global BGP feeds, manual intervention when hijacked. Crypto-based approaches [14, 16, 34, 37] X Requires crypto infrastructure, not local. significant benefits even if adopted by a single AS. Moreover, gerontocratic policies are compatible with and complementary to virtually any proposed method for securing route updates.
Convergence and incentive-compatibility. There has been much research on conditions under which static route selection policies ensure convergence, such as the Gao-Rexford conditions [8] and the "no dispute wheel" [12] , which is implied by the Gao-Rexford conditions [7] . Stability can improve if ASes are able to advertise and use different routes for different neighbors [36] . Gerontocratic policies give ASes a different kind of flexibility by allowing them to consider route stability along with (or instead of) static preferences without sacrificing convergence.
If every AS is rational, their route selection policies do not conflict, and ASes do not falsely advertise routes which were not advertised to them, BGP is guaranteed to converge to a stable set of routes [10, 19] . In this setting, BGP is incentive-compatible, i.e., ASes derive no rational benefit from advertising routes other than those they actually prefer.
The assumption that every AS is rational may not hold in today's Internet. Unintentional misconfiguration may cause an individual AS to misbehave in a Byzantine fashion, preventing convergence [20] . Prefix hijacking and, in general, advertisement of non-existent or unavailable routes invalidate one of the conditions needed for incentive-compatibility to hold. We leave formalization of incentive-compatibility in the setting where route stability is explicitly considered as part of the route selection policy to future work.
III. FREQUENTLY ASKED "QUESTIONS"
In this section, we survey several objections to stabilitybased route selection policies and explain how they are addressed by the gerontocratic approach proposed in this paper.
"Longevity as a route selection metric is an old idea." Unlike previous longevity-based approaches, gerontocratic policies use route age as a fundamental component of route selection (as opposed to, say, a tie-breaker after local preferences [9] ), while allowing ASes the flexibility to consider other factors in their decision process. For example, an AS may prefer a certain neighbor because of a business relationship or shorter routes. Incorporating age into the route selection metric yields better routes even in this case (see Section VII). Furthermore, we demonstrate the necessity of dynamic route selection policies via theoretical analysis.
"Gerontocratic policies will select routes containing failed links." By design, gerontocratic policies prefer longer-lived routes. Although a gerontocratic policy will never select an unavailable route, a potential concern is that if a network link fails in a route that is not promptly withdrawn, a gerontocratic policy may continue using this route instead of switching to an alternative route that does not contain the failed link.
We contend that this concern is misplaced. With the exception of direct links-whose failure is promptly handled by any policy-BGP per se does not provide information about whether or which links have failed. Without external help, no BGP route selection policy can tell the difference between an advertised route that contains a failed link and one that does not. In Section VII-D, we show that, on average, gerontocratic policies are just as likely to select a valid route as any plausible alternative policy. In particular, eagerly switching to newly advertised routes does not offer significant benefits over gerontocratic policies even in the case of network failures.
"Gerontocratic policies ignore business relationships between ASes." Route selection policies of real-world ASes may be governed by economic considerations and relationships with neighboring ASes rather than technical route characteristics such as stability. This is compatible with our approach. Our proposed route metric allows an AS to strongly bias its policy towards some static preferences (e.g., those taking business agreements into account), should it desire to do so.
Incorporating static preferences does not affect the theoretical guarantees of our approach. Moreover, we argue that many of these business relationships have service-level agreements regarding the stability and performance of advertised routes; as we show in Section VII, considering route lifetime in addition to static preferences improves route stability and helps avoid prefix hijacks. Finally, if an AS follows the Gao-Rexford conditions [8] , it will favor routes advertised by customers over those advertised by providers or peers, but gerontocratic policies may still be used to select one of the preferred routes. We discuss how this affects theoretical guarantees in Section VI and route stability in Section VII.
Even if an AS's route selection policy is strongly biased towards static preferences, a route's age must still be considered to guarantee convergence, placing some minor restrictions on the policy (Theorem 1). Furthermore, all ASes depend on the policies of their neighbors, neighbors of neighbors, etc., and may suffer from instability and hijacks if neighbors select routes using static preferences. Therefore, even if business considerations override the need for convergence, an AS still benefits from gerontocratic policies adopted by its neighbors. Moreover, an AS may be inclined to establish business relationships with stable ASes.
"Gerontocratic policies do not prevent long-lived prefix hijacks." In Section VII-C, we show that gerontocratic policies would have been very effective at rejecting hijacked routes during previous hijack incidents. Depending on the configuration parameters, they might have eventually accepted a very long-lived hijacked route. Gerontocratic policies make long-lived advertisements necessary for a successful hijack, forcing hijackers to advertise incorrect routes for a long time before they have any effect. This makes malicious activity far more visible in the network, "smoking out" the hijackers.
"Gerontocratic policies do not prevent sub-prefix hijacks." Currently deployed route selection policies operate on a perprefix basis: they consider routes advertised for a given prefix independently from routes advertised for its sub-or superprefixes. Furthermore, in the data plane, packets are almost always forwarded along the route to the most specific prefix. Therefore, sub-prefix hijacking-when an unauthorized AS advertises a more specific prefix than those advertised by the legitimate AS (this was the case, for example, during Pakistan Telecom's hijack of YouTube in 2008)-is a serious problem.
According to the BGP RFC [27] , the policy decision process runs separately for each prefix and chooses among the routes advertised for that prefix without considering routes to other, related prefixes. Therefore, without some external mechanism, no RFC-compliant policy can prevent sub-prefix hijacks such as the YouTube hijack, in which only malicious routes were advertised for the more specific prefix. Because gerontocratic policies are designed to be compliant with the BGP RFC, they cannot defend against sub-prefix hijacks alone.
If BGP RFC compliance is not important to an AS, several previously proposed techniques for preventing subprefix hijacks are compatible with gerontocratic policies. We discuss this further in Section VII-C. Also, any defense against sub-prefix hijacks that operates outside policy-based route selection is complementary to gerontocratic policies.
IV. MODEL
We use a simplified model of inter-domain routing. Consider a graph of N ASes. We assume that for each destination d, every AS has a route selection policy that prefers some routes to d over others. Unlike previous work, which assumed that route preferences are static, we allow preferences to evolve in response to observed route update dynamics.
Formally, we say that at time t, every AS v has some preference ρ v over the routes to d. ρ v is a function that assigns a value to each route R; ρ v (R, t) > ρ v (R , t) iff v prefers R to route R at time t.
1 Without loss of generality, we assume that an AS is connected to each of its neighbors by a single link (we discuss the case of multiple edge routers in Section VI).
A Byzantine AS may arbitrarily deviate from BGP. In particular, it may advertise or withdraw any route, including routes that do not exist or have not been advertised to it by its neighbors. It may also advertise different routes to different neighbors. We assume that any AS except the destination (this does not restrict the generality of our approach) may be faulty 1 We drop the subscript v when the AS is clear from the context. Standard policy dispute wheel. Solid/dotted lines denote the preferred/alternative path. The Byzantine AS (denoted by the devil icon) has no preferences, but the path it advertises can prevent convergence.
in this way, and the identity of the faulty AS is not known to other ASes. In reality, even fairly large ASes can suffer from Byzantine faults due to misconfiguration [35] .
Since any AS may be faulty, we do not consider the case when some AS v completely relies on another AS w to reach d (e.g., when v is connected to the rest of the Internet via w). In this situation, no route selection policy can protect v from w's Byzantine misbehavior. Therefore, we focus on ASes that have multiple disjoint paths to d. We assume, for simplicity, that a non-Byzantine AS advertises its selected routes to all neighbors.
The main theoretical property we are interested in is eventual convergence: the routing protocol eventually produces a set of stable routes [12] in which no non-Byzantine AS wants to switch from its route, even if there exist Byzantine ASes that are trying to cause divergence.
We define a class of route selection policies which have this property if adopted by all non-Byzantine ASes. While convergence cannot be guaranteed by any unilaterally adopted policy, we show that gerontocratic policies yield a substantial improvement in the stability and security of chosen routes even when adopted by a single AS (see Section VII).
Our goal is to avoid oscillation caused by policy conflicts and/or faulty route advertisements inserted by a Byzantine AS. Thus, our theoretical results in Sections V and VI assume that no link failures occur during the convergence period, i.e., the only sources of instability are policy conflicts and/or the behavior of Byzantine AS(es). Unavoidably, "genuine" link failures may necessitate route changes even in the absence of a Byzantine AS. In the presence of link failures not caused by a Byzantine AS, the best one can hope for is that the nonfaulty ASes converge to a set of routes that remains stable until a "genuine" link failure occurs.
V. STATIC POLICIES
A route selection policy is static if the preference order it imposes on routes does not depend on the observed dynamics of the routing protocol. We give a simple argument that no combination of non-trivial static policies can converge in the presence of a single Byzantine AS. The intuition is simple: if the next hop in a preferred indirect route continuously advertises and withdraws this route, the AS that prefers this route will never converge.
Below, we use parentheses to indicate concatenation, e.g., (v, R) is AS v prepended to route R, and (R, R ) is the concatenation of routes R and R .
Theorem 1: In the presence of a single Byzantine AS, the only network topology and static route selection policy that converge to a stable set of routes are those in which every AS has a direct link to the destination and prefers this route over any indirect route.
Proof: Let d be the destination, and pick some AS w = d such that there exists some AS v which prefers an indirect route R w to d that passes through w over all other routes. Let R v be the next highest-ranked route for v that does not contain w. Fix w to be the Byzantine AS. w can prevent convergence as follows. Suppose that v initially selected R v and is advertising (v, R v ). w then advertises R w to v, which v adopts. When v advertises (v, R w ), w either withdraws its route or advertises (w, v, R v ) to v, thus creating a routing loop for v. v then abandons R w , switches back to R v , and begins advertising (v, R v ) again. This simulates a dispute wheel, which is known to cause continuous oscillation [12] .
Therefore, convergence cannot be guaranteed whenever some AS has and prefers an indirect route. A route selection policy which prefers the direct route, along with a network topology in which every AS has a direct link to d, is trivially stable, completing the proof.
Theorem 1 shows that a single Byzantine AS can easily cause policy dispute wheels when ASes use static policies. This includes policies which prefer a particular neighbor, existence or non-existence of a particular AS or link in the path, route's length, etc. Figure 1 shows an example.
As consistent with previous work, we consider only a single destination. In reality, every AS is a possible destination. If any AS could potentially be Byzantine, it follows from Theorem 1 that every AS must have a direct link to every other AS, i.e., the only real-world topology in which convergence with static policies can be guaranteed is a clique.
Divergence may result from Byzantine ASes advertising non-existent, short routes (e.g., [3] ). It is important to note, however, that cryptographic approaches do not completely solve the problem: even if route updates are cryptographically authenticated, a Byzantine AS can cause oscillation solely by switching between valid, authorized, authenticated routes or withdrawing a previously advertised route.
The actual impact of a Byzantine AS w on the network depends on the route selection policies of those close to w. For example, w has more impact if many ASes prefer routes that use w or if w is close to many ASes that prefer shortest routes. Large ASes failed in this way before [35] , and even the failure of smaller ASes often causes significant impact [3, 32] .
VI. GERONTOCRATIC POLICIES
We showed in Section V that no static route selection policy guarantees convergence when Byzantine ASes are present. Therefore, any Byzantine-tolerant policy must be dynamic: it must take into account the observed history of route advertisements when selecting routes.
We now prove that dynamic policies can be sufficient to ensure convergence in the presence of Byzantine ASes by describing a class of simple dynamic policies that do, in fact, converge. These policies follow two design principles, which we posit are useful for tolerating Byzantine ASes:
1) Withdrawing a route should incur some penalty in the preference score assigned to it by other ASes. Otherwise, a Byzantine AS could repeatedly withdraw and immediately re-advertise a desirable route, causing other ASes to withdraw and re-advertise their own routes. 2) A route that has been available for a sufficiently long time should have a higher preference than a shorterlived route. Without this requirement, a Byzantine AS could introduce never-seen-before, possibly even fake routes and cause previously stable, long-lived routes to be withdrawn, preventing convergence. If ASes are prevented from advertising unauthorized routes (e.g., via S-BGP [16] ), this requirement may not be necessary. Update validation, however, only stops Byzantine ASes from advertising invalid routes, not from introducing policy conflicts or instabilities, and is thus insufficient for convergence. Not every dynamic policy guarantees convergence in the presence of Byzantine ASes. For example, route flap damping [33] (which does not satisfy the second condition) and SRS [9] (which satisfies neither condition and does not use route dynamics as part of its primary selection criteria) are examples of dynamic policies that do not ensure convergence.
Formally, let (R, t) be route R's age at time t, i.e., how long it has been continuously propagated to the given AS (advertised by its neighbor and neither explicitly nor implicitly withdrawn since it was advertised). Let ρ 0 (R) be some bounded function representing this AS's static preferences, and let α be some constant weight such that 0 < α ≤ 1. Gerontocratic policies select routes on the basis of the following route preference metric:
This metric satisfies our design principles: long-lived routes eventually achieve an value large enough to overcome any difference in ρ 0 , while withdrawing a route resets . This metric is implementable in current routers, which already maintain the AS's static preferences as well as alternative routes to any given destination [27] . A router needs to simply store an extra timestamp for each of these alternative routes, indicating when it was advertised. In ASes with multiple edge routers, the timestamp must be exchanged along with the advertisements in order for each router to come to the same policy decision.
We prove that an AS using this metric eventually converges to a stable route even in the presence of Byzantine ASes, as long as there exists some downstream neighbor which eventually converges to a stable route or is the destination itself. Consequently, if every non-Byzantine AS uses a gerontocratic policy, network-wide convergence is guaranteed.
We start by proving that a network in which all ASes follow a policy based on condition (1) eventually converges.
Theorem 2: Given route preferences based on condition (1) and a network consisting entirely of non-Byzantine ASes using these preferences, every AS in the network eventually converges to some stable set of routes.
Proof: By induction on the minimum number of hops from the destination d, i.e., the number of hops in the shortest possible route to d. Let N (x) be the set of all neighbors of some AS x. We first consider some AS v ∈ N (d)
Moving the terms around, we have
; note that K is constant with respect to time. Since we assume no link failures in the non-Byzantine part of the network (see Section IV) and R 1 is simply the direct link to d, (R 1 , t) is increasing during every unit of time, i.e.,
There must exist some time t + where the right-hand side of condition (2) is greater than 0; at this point, condition (2) holds for all t ≥ t + only if R 2 is not withdrawn again, since (R 1 , t) + K > 0 and withdrawing R 2 would reset (R 2 , t) to 0. Thus, if R 2 is withdrawn at some point t ≥ t + , v converges to R 1 ; otherwise, v converges to R 2 . Now suppose that every AS within (minimum) j hops eventually converges to a particular route. We now prove that every AS within (minimum) j + 1 hops must converge as well. Consider some ASes v and w such that v ∈ N (w), v is (minimum) j + 1 hops away from d, and w is (minimum) j hops away from d. By the induction hypothesis, w must eventually converge to some route R 3 to d. From this point on, v has a stable route R 4 = (w, R 3 ). By the same argument as before, there is some point at which, for any route R 5 that v prefers over R 4 , a withdrawal would cause R 4 to be preferred. If R 5 is withdrawn after then, v converges to R 4 ; otherwise, v converges to R 5 .
We now show that these policies tolerate a Byzantine AS.
Theorem 3: Given route preferences based on condition (1), every non-Byzantine AS eventually converges to a stable set of routes in the presence of one Byzantine AS.
Proof: (Sketch) Fix the AS that is Byzantine. This proof is similar to that of Theorem 2, except we perform the induction on the number of hops in the shortest possible route to the destination d that does not go through the Byzantine AS (by assumption, one such route must always exist). As before, those ASes that are directly connected to d converge eventually. Consider then any AS v whose shortest, nonByzantine route to d is j + 1 hops and goes through some AS w. By the inductive hypothesis, w, which is (minimum) j hops away from d, must eventually converge to some stable route. Thus, it follows, as in the proof of Theorem 2, that v must converge either to a route that goes through w, or to some other stable route.
Theorem 3 can be generalized to show that policies that use condition (1) as the metric converge to a stable set of routes even in the presence of multiple Byzantine ASes.
Corollary 4: Given route preferences based on condition (1), every non-Byzantine AS eventually converges to a stable set of routes in the presence of multiple Byzantine ASes as long as every non-Byzantine AS has a route to the destination that does not contain a Byzantine AS.
Proof: (Sketch) Fix the Byzantine ASes. Since every nonByzantine AS has, by assumption, a route that does not contain a Byzantine AS, the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 3 proves that all ASes must eventually converge.
If an AS follows the Gao-Rexford conditions, i.e., prefers routes advertised by customers over those advertised by peers or providers, condition (1) must incorporate an additional term which ensures that ρ(R, t) > ρ(R , t) if the AS has a preferred transit agreement with the neighbor advertising R rather than the one advertising R . In these cases, gerontocratic policies still guarantee convergence in the presence of Byzantine ASes if every AS has a route through a non-Byzantine neighbor with the most preferred peering/transit agreement.
VII. EVALUATION
Although gerontocratic route selection policies ensure eventual convergence, they provide no theoretical guarantees about (a) the quality of the resulting routes; (b) whether the routes correspond to actual physical paths or are consistent with what other ASes have advertised; or (c) how long convergence takes. In this section, we empirically show that gerontocratic policies, even if adopted unilaterally by a single AS without cooperation from any other ASes, (1) select routes that are significantly more stable than those selected by other policies (Section VII-B); (2) are far less likely to be hijacked, even without route update authentication or cooperation from other ASes (Section VII-C); and (3) are as responsive to network failures as other policies (Section VII-D).
A. Implementation and setup
To model various route selection policies, we implemented a multithreaded discrete event simulator, which is available for download [38] . Our simulator models an AS receiving route updates from its neighbors and selecting routes to various prefixes. We use route updates and table dumps from the Route Views project [1], specifically from route-views2.oregon-ix. net, a node that has approximately 52 neighboring ASes including AT&T, Level3, and Sprint.
• Gerontocratic: Prefer oldest routes first; break ties with route length, then (random) local preferences.
• Local: Randomly generate local preferences over neighboring ASes at the beginning of a simulation. These policies are commonly known as next-hop policies.
• Mixed: Evaluate a route by its age and an AS's local preferences, i.e., as in condition (1), where (R, t) is the route's age in seconds, ρ 0 (R) is a random static score between 0 and 1, and α ∈ {10 −9 , 10 −8 , . . . , 10 −2 , 0.1, 0.5, 0.9}. To get an intuition for what these values of α mean, recall that for two routes R and R whose static scores differ by ∆ (i.e., ρ 0 (R) − ρ 0 (R ) = ∆ ≥ 0), R is preferred over R if and only if it is ∆(1 − α)/α seconds older (i.e., (R , t) − (R, t) ≥ ∆(1 − α)/α). For α = 10
and ρ 0 (R) − ρ 0 (R ) = 0.5, (R , t) − (R, t) ≥ 57.87 days before R is preferred.
• PGBGP Lite: Same as Local, except depreference, for s hours, all routes to a given prefix that do not contain an AS which originated an advertisement for this prefix in the last h days; we use h = 10 and s = 24 as in [15] . Since we only simulate route selection to a destination prefix, not the path chosen for a particular IP address, we did not implement PGBGP's sub-/super-prefix hijack checks (this simplification is discussed in Section VII-C).
• Shortest: Prefer shortest routes first; break ties with (random) local preferences.
• Shortest (Age): Same as Shortest, except use route's age as the tie-breaking metric before local preferences. Hybrid of Gerontocratic and Shortest.
• Damped Shortest: Same as Shortest, except use route flap damping with Cisco's default parameters [21] .
• Local Optimal: Prefer neighbors that, on average, advertise the longest-living routes to a particular prefix. This policy is unimplementable because it assumes that an AS can determine how long the routes advertised by a given neighbor will survive after having been chosen. It defines the upper bound on how well any policy can maximize route lifetimes if local preferences over neighboring ASes are fixed in advance.
• Optimal: Prefer the route that will last the longest. This unimplementable policy defines the upper bound on how well any policy, static or dynamic, can do in maximizing route lifetimes.
We also simulate the Gao-Rexford versions of the policies, which prefer routes from customers over those from peers, which in turn are preferred over routes from providers [11] . Whenever possible, we assign the relationships between our simulated AS and its neighbors so that they are consistent with CAIDA AS relationship data [5] and the Gao-Rexford conditions, i.e., if our AS v receives a route from a neighboring AS w and w is not a provider to its downstream neighbor AS x, then v must be w's customer since w only advertises routes through x if v or x is a customer of w [11] . Otherwise, we randomly assign the relationship. For simplicity, we ignore sibling relationships.
We simulate the policies over one year for various years. 3 For a given year y, we start the simulation by building the initial routing table. We load the last table dump from year y − 1 and incorporate route updates whose timestamps lie between the table's timestamp and the beginning of y. Because timestamps in the table dump do not always correspond to the time when a route was first advertised, we set all timestamps to the first timestamp of year y. We then begin the simulation by selecting a route from the initial table in accordance with various policies. We process route updates and select new routes until we reach updates from year y + 1. We update the routing table entry if and only if a route advertised by a particular AS has changed, with the exception of Damped Shortest and PGBGP Lite, where we update route penalties as needed. We repeat our simulations 250 times with different local preferences or AS relationship assignments.
Our simulation relies on the Route Views dataset, which reflects actual updates as observed in the Internet. One limitation of this approach is that we cannot model the effects of our simulated AS advertising routes to its neighbors.
B. Route lifetimes and lengths
To measure the quality of the routes selected by various policies, we simulate route selection for several destinations in the US (Google • Average route lifetime. We first take the median of each individual iteration, calculate the median of the resulting 250 medians, and then report a mean of the resulting 5 medians (one per year).
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• Average route length. We take a weighted mean, i.e., we take the number of hops in each of the routes selected by the policy, multiply it by the time during which this was the chosen route, and divide this time by the total time our simulated AS had a route to this destination. Figure 2 shows the average route lifetimes and lengths for various destinations and policies.
Comparison with shortest-path policies. For the destinations and time periods tested, Gerontocratic significantly outperforms Shortest and Damped Shortest, selecting routes that last, on average, over 5.88 times as long. These policies greedily switch to the "latest and greatest" shortest route, regardless of how long it has been advertised. Although they always select the shortest routes, they frequently have to change their selection when their choices are withdrawn. For Google and Microsoft, Gerontocratic benefits from the existence of short, stable routes. Its chosen routes, respectively, last 2.48 and 4.50 times as long as Shortest and Damped Shortest, while being only 0.05 hops and 0.128 hops longer on average. Gerontocratic improves route stability even more when selecting routes to international destinations and UTCS. Gerontocratic selected routes to GMX, MPI, and UTCS that lasted more than two orders of magnitude as long; for HKU, QQ, and UOL, Gerontocratic selected routes that lasted more than three orders of magnitude as long. For these destinations, policies that base route selection on route length often select very unstable routes. Excluding Google and Microsoft, the destinations for which Shortest and Damped Shortest performed the best were GMX (3.68 hours on average) and QQ (20.1 minutes on average). Although Gerontocratic selected routes that were 1.02 hops longer on average, the shortestlength routes in our simulations were often the shortest-living ones, given that Local Optimal and Optimal both selected routes of similar length to Gerontocratic.
Although Damped Shortest considers dynamic information to some extent to avoid short-term route instability, it is vulnerable to longer-term instability, causing it to select shorterlived routes on average. Our simulations indicate that route flap damping provides only a marginal benefit over Shortest: an extra 9.4 minutes of route lifetime on average.
Applying gerontocratic metrics on top of shortest-path selection greatly improves route lifetimes. By considering the age of a route as a tie-breaker between two equally long routes, Shortest (Age) was able to avoid long-term route flapping that plagued Shortest and Damped Shortest, while always selecting the shortest routes. Overall, Shortest (Age) performs similarly to Gerontocratic with respect to route lifetimes when selecting routes to GMX, Google, Microsoft, MPI, and, to a lesser degree, QQ. By selecting routes with fewer hops, which have fewer links and thus fewer points of failure, and using gerontocratic policies to discern more stable routes, Shortest (Age) performs better than other shortest-path policies.
When selecting routes to HKU, UOL, and UTCS, however, Shortest (Age) performed significantly worse than Gerontocratic. These destinations have both longer and more diverse routes available; as described above, the shorter routes turn out to be less stable than the longer ones. As a result, the gerontocratic component of Shortest (Age) is used less frequently, and the pitfalls of optimizing for the shortest path are once again prominent. For HKU and UTCS, Gerontocratic selected routes that last 1.94 and 94.8 times as long compared to Shortest (Age); for UOL, Gerontocratic selected routes that last over three orders of magnitude as long.
Comparison with network engineering and oracle policies. Many ASes perform network engineering in order to prioritize certain neighbors over others. We used Local to simulate nexthop policies with different local preferences over neighboring ASes. Averaging over 250 different random local preferences, we observe that through careful choices of which neighbor to prefer, local preferences can sometimes achieve long route lifetimes. Unfortunately, many ASes advertise short-lived routes as well; on average, we found that Local performed the worst of all policies we tested. Compared to Local, Gerontocratic selected routes that lasted 37.3 times as long while being 0.47 hops shorter. Gerontocratic selected routes to MPI and Microsoft that lasted, respectively, 10.0 and 75.1 times as long; for all other destinations, Gerontocratic selected routes that lasted 2-3 orders of magnitude as long. The only destination to which Gerontocratic selected longer routes was UTCS (0.05 hops longer); for all other destinations, Gerontocratic selected routes that were 0.54 hops shorter, on average.
Compared to Local, PGBGP Lite provides almost no benefit in terms of route lifetimes and length. The reason is that most prefix hijacks are short-lived and relatively rare, and in the absence of hijacks, PGBGP Lite and Local use the same selection criteria. In some cases, using PGBGP Lite can even be detrimental. For example, the Google prefix we tested did not have routes for approximately the first third of 2005. When routes began to appear on April 5, PGBGP Lite depreferenced all of them and selected routes solely on the basis of the tiebreaking metric. On April 6, PGBGP Lite began accepting routes it suspected the previous day. This effectively caused PGBGP Lite to repeat the same route selection process as the day before, except this time with accepted routes.
Local Optimal does beat Gerontocratic during most simulations, which is not surprising since Local Optimal assumes perfect knowledge of future lifetimes of all advertised routes. It may seem odd that Gerontocratic occasionally outperforms Local Optimal (e.g., for UOL and UTCS). The reason is that Local Optimal is based on local preferences over neighbors, whereas long-lived routes may be advertised by different ASes at different times. In these scenarios, Local Optimal, with its fixed preferences, does not have the flexibility to adapt to the AS which is currently more stable, whereas Gerontocratic, which only considers how long a route has been around and not which neighbor advertised it, does.
As expected, Optimal outperforms all other policies. Gerontocratic is within a factor of 1/3-1/2 of Local Optimal and Optimal, with routes that are around 0.1-0.2 hops shorter.
Mixing local preferences with route age. Figure 3 Gerontocratic. More surprisingly, adding even a small gerontocratic component to local preferences provides a significant improvement over Local while largely retaining the ability to prefer certain neighbors over others. With α = 10 −8 , Mixed achieved average route lifetimes that were more than 15.1 times that of Local; with α = 10 −6 , this jumped to over 25.6 times.
Gao-Rexford-compatible route selection. Figure 4 shows the results of using Shortest, Gerontocratic, and Local to select a route after the relationships with neighboring ASes are considered. In our simulations, we found that, on average, approximately 93% of neighbors advertising routes were constrained to be providers based on the Gao-Rexford conditions. As a result, most of these simulations depend on whether the remaining unconstrained ASes were randomly set to be providers, too. In simulations where they are not, all policies are expected to perform similarly to each other because any policy will immediately favor routes that are advertised by these ASes and will only fall back to using route age, length, etc. as a tie-breaker.
As a result, the lifetimes and lengths of the routes selected by these policies are more similar than in the previous simulation. Moreover, for the destinations and time period we studied, the unconstrained ASes tended to advertise more stable routes, thus helping Shortest and Local close the gap even further. Despite these factors, Gerontocratic still provides a significant benefit over Shortest and Local, selecting routes that last on average 1.42 and 1.60 times as long while being 0.54 hops longer and 0.16 hops shorter, respectively.
C. Avoiding prefix hijacks
In this section, we evaluate how well Gerontocratic avoids prefix hijacking attacks when unilaterally adopted by a single AS and compare it with other implementable policies. We Table II shows the prefix hijacks we observed in the data and summarizes how various policies perform. Earlier, it was empirically observed that invalid or inconsistent advertisements, such as those resulting from prefix hijacks, are often transient and short-lived [2, 15, 26] . Therefore, policies which consider route age when selecting routes avoid most prefix hijacks. Gerontocratic avoided almost every hijack; even in the case of Cogent (AS 174)'s hijack of Google's prefix, which lasted for over a day, Gerontocratic avoided the hijacked routes since other longer-lived routes were available. By breaking ties using route age, Shortest (Age) was able to avoid most of the hijacks; however, it was still vulnerable to TTNet (AS 9121)'s hijack of Microsoft's and UTCS's prefixes.
Because false route updates tend to advertise routes with fewer hops, policies that prefer shorter routes such as Shortest and Damped Shortest are vulnerable to almost every hijack we observed, given the appropriate tie-breaking local preferences. For similar reasons, Local is potentially vulnerable to every hijack. On the other hand, Mixed, which uses a convex combination of local preferences (e.g., those representing established business relationships with other ASes) and route age, was able to avoid almost every hijack. Even with an α as small as 10 −7 , Mixed, when combined with any one of the 250 different random preferences we tested, avoided prefix hijacks just as well as Gerontocratic. This demonstrates that even ASes whose route preferences are, to a large extent, statically determined will benefit from incorporating route age into their policies.
Although PGBGP Lite is able to avoid most hijacks by depreferencing short-lived updates from unfamiliar origin ASes, PGBGP Lite falls victim to Cogent's hijack of Google, which lasted approximately 1.84 days, much longer than the 1-day window during which PGBGP Lite considers a route suspicious. Just like route-flap damping, PGBGP Lite is all-or nothing: either a route is suspected and heavily depreferenced, or it is considered without qualms. Although gerontocratic metrics do not explicitly suspect unknown ASes, they have a similar effect: Gerontocratic depreferences and effectively ignores Cogent's false advertisements. PGBGP Lite could have avoided this attack with a larger window size, but such an increase would increase the time it takes PGBGP Lite to accept legitimate route updates with unknown origin ASes.
None of the policies we tested were able to avoid the YouTube hijack. No unilaterally adopted policy can. On Gerontocratic policies as described are "drop-in" compatible with existing BGP routers. As required by the BGP RFC [27] , gerontocratic policies assign a score to each route without considering the other routes for a particular prefix. Our policies also do not require modifications to the BGP decision process, which, by specification, runs separately for each prefix and chooses among the routes advertised for that prefix without considering routes to other, related prefixes. As mentioned in Section III, no RFC-compliant policy can prevent sub-prefix hijacks without help from some external mechanism.
If BGP RFC compliance is not important to an AS, then gerontocratic route selection can be generalized to defend against sub-prefix hijacks by considering routes to multiple (sub-)prefixes during the decision process or by prioritizing updates for a particular prefix (and associated sub-/superprefixes) depending on whether the origin AS is suspicious and/or disseminates long-lived advertisements for this prefix.
D. Reacting to network failures
Because gerontocratic policies bias route selection towards older routes and react cautiously to new route advertisements, a superficially plausible objection is that gerontocratic route selection policies react slowly to network failures. In this section, we demonstrate that this concern is misplaced.
Gerontocratic policies only select routes that are still being advertised (i.e., not implicitly or explicitly withdrawn). If the selected route fails and the route is simply a direct link to the destination, then any policy will promptly deal with this failure. With indirect routes, BGP gives no information regarding the reason a route has been withdrawn. Therefore, promptly switching from a route that has not been withdrawn (either implicitly or explicitly) on the basis of another route's status provides questionable benefit. Moreover, even if a link has failed, it is possible that the new route still contains the failed link; in these cases, a policy that promptly switches will have to switch again and re-advertise its route selections more frequently, contributing to route instability.
To measure precisely whether gerontocratic policies react more slowly to changes in link state, we would need a controlplane oracle to tell us the state of each link at any given moment and thus determine exactly which routes contain failed links. Such an oracle does not exist, but we approximate it in our simulations by examining how often individual links are advertised and (implicitly or explicitly) withdrawn in route updates for the destinations we tested. Links that initially appear in at least n = 8 routes and, within time τ = 1 year, are withdrawn from all but at most β = 2 of them without appearing in any subsequent route advertisement are assumed to have failed. 5 A link is assumed to have been repaired when it is subsequently advertised in any route update.
For every year and destination, we use the above technique to determine the set of failed links and use this set to calculate, for each policy, the proportion of time that an AS using this policy has a route without failed links. Table III shows 5 We chose these values to avoid attributing every route withdrawal to link failure while providing enough failed link events (roughly 32.3 events on average per destination/year dataset). the results, averaged over all years, destinations, and 250 iterations. We only tested the non-Gao-Rexford versions of the policies, since the Gao-Rexford conditions limit the diversity of the routes selected.
Overall, Gerontocratic performs on par with other policies. This is as expected: new route advertisements per se do not imply link failure, and newly advertised routes may contain failed links, too. Although Gerontocratic may end up selecting older routes when newer routes exist, this does not result in worse overall route availability in comparison to other implementable policies.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Although the Internet has largely been designed under the assumption that all participating autonomous systems (ASes) are trusted, Byzantine misbehavior among ASes is increasingly common. We prove that dynamic properties of interdomain route advertisements must be explicitly incorporated into the route selection policies of individual ASes in order to tolerate this misbehavior. We describe a class of simple, dynamic, gerontocratic policies that take into account the age of advertised routes as well as the AS's static preferences. Such policies are sufficient to guarantee convergence to a stable set of routes in the presence of Byzantine ASes. Gerontocratic policies do not sacrifice the flexibility of individual ASes in selecting routes, which is a hallmark of BGP. We model the behavior of gerontocratic policies on actual inter-domain route updates and demonstrate that they (1) select very stable routes; (2) avoid almost all prefix hijacks without cryptographic infrastructure, cooperation from other ASes, or knowledge of the Internet's topology; and (3) promptly adapt to legitimate route changes.
